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ARTICLE FOURTEEN
PARAGRAPHS OF THE BIBLE – NUMBERS 21-36

TWENTY-ONE
A. The heathen destroyed at Hormah (21:1-3)
B. Israel’s snake problem solved (21:4-9)
C. See the Book of Wars for details (21:10-15)
D. They sang beside the springs (21:16-20)
E. He denied them; they destroyed him (21:21-24)
F. The poets wrote concerning this war (21:25-30)
G. Og and his men tried; Og and his men died (21:31-35)

TWENTY-TWO
A. They offered him cash for his curses (22:1-14)
B. Every prophet has his price (22:15-20)
C. Who was the real donkey here? (22:21-35)
D. “What took you so long?” (22:36-41)

TWENTY-THREE
A. He couldn’t curse what God had blessed (23:1-12)
B. “Don’t say anything good if you can’t say anything bad” (23:13-30)

TWENTY-FOUR
A. Productive like plants and trees; powerful like oxen and lions (24:1-9)
B. “No curses, no cash, so clear out” (24:10-14)
C. A star from Jacob; a scepter from Israel (24:15-19)
D. Bad news for some pagan nations (24:20-25)

TWENTY-FIVE
A. Cut down by God for bowing down to Baal (25:1-5)
B. He speared the pair and stopped the plague (25:6-9)
C. The promise of permanent priesthood (25:10-18)

TWENTY-SIX
A. “Conduct the second census!” (26:1-4)
B. Numerical facts on the first six (26:5-25)
C. Numerical facts on the final six (26:26-50)
D. The grand total for all twelve (26:51)
E. More land to the larger; less land to the smaller (26:52-56)
F. Counting the clans of the Levites (26:57-62)
G. These numbers are new numbers (26:63-65)

**TWENTY-SEVEN**

A. Five determined daughters (27:1-4)
B. God agreed with those girls! (27:5-11)
C. Permitted to look at it, but not permitted to live in it (27:12-14)
D. The leader was picked; the torch was passed! (27:15-23)

**TWENTY-EIGHT**

A. The why, what, and when of the offerings (28:1-8)
B. A special on the Sabbath (28:9-10)
C. Due the first day of the month (28:11-15)
D. Passover particulars (28:16-25)
E. Facts concerning the Feast of Weeks (28:26-31)

**TWENTY-NINE**

A. Sound the trumpets on the first day of the seventh month (29:1-6)
B. Details regarding the Day of Atonement (29:7-11)
C. Thirteen on the first day, twelve on the second, eleven on the third, ten on the fourth, nine on the fifth, eight on the sixth, and seven on the seventh! (29:12-34)
D. Finally, on the eighth day (29:35-40)

**THIRTY**

A. Concerning her vow if unmarried (30:1-5)
B. Concerning her vow if married (30:6-16)

**THIRTY-ONE**

A. One thousand from each of the twelve tribes (31:1-6)
B. The death of five kings and a false prophet (31:7-12)
C. He was angry with his army officers (31:13-18)
D. Procedures for purification (31:19-24)
E. Sharing the spoils (31:25-47)
F. An offering from the army officers 31:48-54)
THIRTY-TWO
A. They wanted to settle on the east side (32:1-5)
B. “Are you attempting to duplicate the Kadesh disaster?” (32:6-15)
C. To the contrary, they promised to fight first (32:16-19)
D. He agreed to the separation after the land was subdued (32:20-42)

THIRTY-THREE
A. A journal of their journeys (33:1-36)
B. He died at 123 (33:37-39)
C. The march continues (33:40-49)
D. The bottom line—destroy or be destroyed (33:50-56)

THIRTY-FOUR
A. Land location for the nine and one-half (34:1-13)
B. The two and one-half already assigned (34:14-15)
C. One from each tribe to handle the transaction (34:16-29)

THIRTY-FIVE
A. The precise portion pertaining to the Levites (35:1-5)
B. Six plus forty-two (35:6-8)
C. Was it an accident? Here’s where to run! (35:9-15)
D. Was it deliberate? The penalty is death! (35:16-21)
E. Is it debatable? Let the people decide (35:22-25)
F. Warning! Leave this city at your own risk! (35:26-29)
G. One is not enough; two must testify (35:30-34)

THIRTY-SIX
A. God’s will for five women (36:1-12)
B. Beside the Jordan, across from Jericho (36:13)